UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 WARRENVILLE RD. SUITE 210
LISLE, IL 60532-4352

August 19, 2015
Mr. Eric McCartney
Site Vice President
NextEra Energy Point Beach, LLC
6610 Nuclear Road
Two Rivers, WI 54241
SUBJECT: POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT, UNITS 1 AND 2
NRC PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION AND RESOLUTION INSPECTION REPORT
05000266/2015007; 05000301/2015007
Dear Mr. McCartney:
On July 10, 2015, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) completed a Problem
Identification and Resolution (PI&R) biennial inspection at your Point Beach Nuclear Plant.
The enclosed report documents the results of this inspection, which were discussed on
July 10, 2015, with Mr. DeBoer and other members of your staff.
Based on the inspection sample, the inspection team determined that your staff’s
implementation of the corrective action program and associated processes generally supported
nuclear safety. In reviewing your programs, the team assessed how well your staff identified
problems at a low threshold, your staff’s implementation of the station’s process for prioritizing
and evaluating these problems, and the effectiveness of corrective actions taken by the station
to resolve these problems. In each of these areas, the team determined that your staff’s
performance was adequate to support nuclear safety.
The team also evaluated other processes your staff used to identify issues for resolution.
These included your use of audits and self-assessments to identify latent problems and your
incorporation of lessons learned from industry operating experience into station programs,
processes, and procedures. The team determined that your station’s performance in each of
these areas supported nuclear safety. Discussed in the enclosed report is an issue identified by
plant personnel and the NRC associated with the technical rigor in some of your cause analyses
and assessments.
Finally, the team determined that your station’s management maintains a safety-conscious work
environment adequate to support nuclear safety. Based on the team’s observations, your
employees are willing to raise concerns related to nuclear safety through at least one of the
several means available.
The NRC inspectors documented one NRC-identified finding of very low safety significance
(Green) in this report. This finding involved a violation of NRC requirements. The NRC is
treating this violation as a non-cited violation (NCV) consistent with Section 2.3.2.a of the
Enforcement Policy. If you contest the violation or significance of the NCV, you should
provide a response within 30 days of the date of this inspection report, with the basis for your
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denial, to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk,
Washington DC 20555-0001, with copies to the Regional Administrator, Region III; the
Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC
20555-0001; and the NRC resident inspector at the Point Beach Nuclear Plant.
If you disagree with a cross-cutting aspect assignment or a finding not associated with a
regulatory requirement in this report, you should provide a response within 30 days of the date
of this inspection report, with the basis for your disagreement, to the Regional Administrator,
Region III; and the NRC resident inspector at the Point Beach Nuclear Plant.
In accordance with Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 2.390, “Public
Inspections, Exemptions, Requests for Withholding,” of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter, its enclosure, and your response (if any) will be available electronically for public
inspection in the NRC’s Public Document Room or from the Publicly Available Records (PARS)
component of the NRC's Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS).
ADAMS is accessible from the NRC Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html
(the Public Electronic Reading Room).
Sincerely,

/RA Bruce L. Bartalett for/
Jamnes L. Cameron, Chief
Branch 4
Division of Reactor Projects
Docket Nos. 50–266; 50–301
License Nos. DPR–24; DPR–27
Enclosure:
IR 05000266/2015007; 05000301/2015007
w/Attachment: Supplemental Information
cc w/encl: Distribution via LISTSERV®
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Inspection Report (IR) 05000266/2015007; 05000301/2015007; 06/22/2015 – 07/10/2015;
Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2; Effectiveness of Prioritization and Evaluation of
Issues
This inspection was performed by two NRC regional inspectors and the Point Beach Nuclear
Plant (PBNP) resident inspector. One Green finding was identified by the inspectors. The
finding was considered a non-cited violation (NCV) of NRC regulations. The significance of
inspection findings is indicated by their color (i.e., greater than Green, or Green, White, Yellow,
Red) and determined using Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 0609, “Significance Determination
Process” dated April 29, 2015. Cross-cutting aspects are determined using IMC 0310, “Aspects
Within the Cross-Cutting Areas” effective date December 4, 2014. All violations of NRC
requirements are dispositioned in accordance with the NRC’s Enforcement Policy dated
February 4, 2015. The NRC’s program for overseeing the safe operation of commercial nuclear
power reactors is described in NUREG-1649, “Reactor Oversight Process,” Revision 5, dated
February 2014.
Problem Identification and Resolution
On the basis of the sample selected for review, the team determined that implementation of the
corrective action (CA) program and associated processes at the PBNP generally support
nuclear safety. The licensee demonstrated a low threshold for identifying problems and
entering them in the CA program. Items entered into the CA program were screened and
prioritized in a timely manner using established criteria; were generally evaluated
commensurate with their safety significance; and corrective actions were generally implemented
in a timely manner, commensurate with the safety significance. The team noted that the
licensee reviewed operating experience for applicability to station activities. Audits and
self-assessments were performed at a level sufficient to identify most deficiencies. On the basis
of interviews conducted during the inspection, workers at the site expressed freedom to enter
safety concerns directly into the CA program or through their supervisors. The team identified
one Green finding during the inspection. The finding involved the licensee’s failure to take
timely and appropriate corrective action to ensure that a valve could be opened as specified by
procedure for mitigating the consequences of a fire. The inspection team identified examples
that were consistent with licensee’s observations that certain elements of the CA program at
times displayed a lack of rigor in evaluation and corrective actions.
NRC-Identified and Self-Revealed Findings
Cornerstone: Mitigating Systems
Green: The inspectors identified a finding of very low safety significance and an associated
NCV of license condition 4.F for the licensee’s failure to demonstrate the capabilities of systems
needed to perform a design function for Appendix R cold shutdown. Specifically, none of the
licensee’s tests, inspections, or maintenance activities demonstrated that CC-722A, the
component cooling water pump suction cross-tie valve, was capable of being opened as
required in AOP-10B, “Safe to Cold Shutdown in Local Control.” The licensee corrective actions
included entering the issue into their CA program, declaring CC-722A non-functional, and
commencing four-hour fire rounds.
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The inspectors determined the finding to be more than minor because the failure to demonstrate
the capabilities of systems needed to perform a design function for Appendix R safe shutdown
was associated with the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone attribute of Protection Against External
Events (Fire) and affected the cornerstone objective of preventing undesirable consequences
(i.e., core damage). In accordance with IMC 0609, “Significance Determination Process,”
Attachment 0609.04, “Initial Characterization of Findings,” Table 2, the inspectors determined
the finding affected the Mitigating Systems cornerstone. The finding affected the ability to reach
and maintain safe shutdown, and the inspectors determined, using Table 3, that it could be
evaluated using Appendix F, “Fire Protection Significance Determination Process.” The
inspectors screened the issue to Green under the Phase 1 Screening Question 1.3.1–A,
because the inspectors determined that the finding would not prevent the reactor from reaching
and maintaining hot shutdown. This finding has a cross-cutting aspect of Resolution (P.3), in
the area of problem identification and resolution, because the licensee did not take effective
corrective actions to address the issue in a timely manner. Specifically, in 2007, the licensee
identified that they had not been testing the valve as specified in their Fire Protection Evaluation
Report and as of July 2015 had still not corrected it. (Section 4OA2b.(2))
Licensee-Identified Violations
None
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REPORT DETAILS
4.

OTHER ACTIVITIES

4OA2 Problem Identification and Resolution (71152B)
The activities documented in Sections .1 through .4 constituted one biennial sample of
problem identification and resolution as defined in IP 71152.
.1
a.

Assessment of the Corrective Action Program Effectiveness
Inspection Scope
The inspectors reviewed the licensee’s corrective action (CA) program implementing
procedures and attended CA program meetings to assess the implementation of the
CA program by site personnel.
The inspectors reviewed risk and safety significant issues in the licensee’s CA program
since the last NRC Problem Identification and Resolution (PI&R) inspection in
August 2013. The selection of issues ensured an adequate review of issues across
NRC cornerstones. The inspectors used issues identified through NRC generic
communications, department self-assessments, licensee audits, operating experience
reports, and NRC documented findings as sources to select issues. Additionally, the
inspectors reviewed action requests/condition reports (CRs) generated as a result of
facility personnel’s performance in daily plant activities. The inspectors also reviewed a
selection of work orders (WOs), self-assessment results, audits, performance indicator
reports, system health reports, and completed investigations from the licensee’s various
investigation methods, which included root cause evaluation (RCE) and apparent cause
evaluation (ACE).
The inspectors selected the direct current (DC) to 120 volt alternating current (AC)
inverters and associated components to review in detail. The inspectors’ review was to
determine whether the licensee staff were properly monitoring and evaluating the
performance of these and associated components through effective implementation of
station monitoring programs. A five year review of the inverters was also undertaken to
assess the licensee staff’s efforts in monitoring for system degradation due to aging
aspects. The inspectors also performed a partial system walkdown of the component
cooling water system to determine whether identifiable issues with the system were
adequately described in the CA program and system health documents.
During the reviews, the inspectors determined whether the licensee staff’s actions were
in compliance with the facility’s CA program and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B
requirements. Specifically, the inspectors determined whether licensee personnel were
identifying station issues at the proper threshold, entering the station issues into the
station’s CA program in a timely manner, and assigning the appropriate prioritization for
resolution of the issues. The inspectors also determined whether the licensee staff
assigned the appropriate investigation method to ensure the proper determination of
root, apparent, and contributing causes. The inspectors also evaluated the timeliness
and effectiveness of corrective actions for selected issue reports, completed
investigations, and eight NRC previously identified findings that included principally noncited violations.
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The inspectors also reviewed corrective actions from licensee’s RCEs 01883633, “White
Finding–Flooding,” and 01896156, “Common Cause Degraded Cornerstone–Mitigating
Systems, Two White Findings,” which were not completed by the licensee as of
February 2015.
Documents reviewed are listed in the Attachment to this report.
b.

Assessment

(1) Effectiveness of Problem Identification
Based on the information reviewed, including initiation rates of CRs and information from
interviews, the inspectors determined that the licensee has a low threshold for initiating
CRs, and from the CRs reviewed, the threshold was appropriate. The inspectors did not
identify any safety significant item that was not entered into the CA program. The
inspectors assessed the effectiveness of problem identification as adequate to support
nuclear safety.
Observations
The inspectors found that issues were being identified and captured in the licensee’s
CA program. The licensee documented that in calendar year 2014 approximately
12,210 CRs were initiated. During the assessment period of approximately 17 months,
approximately 6,382 CRs were closed to maintenance WOs.
In the previous biennial problem identification and resolution inspection conducted in
2013, the inspectors documented that “the inspectors noted instances where conditions
were not captured historically in the CA program.” The licensee, in response to that
observation, adopted an expectation of “when in doubt, fill it out.” During this inspection
the inspectors did not identify problems with initial documentation of identified issues.
However, the licensee in their focused self-assessment to review readiness for the NRC
inspection (PBSA-PI-15-01), found instances where CRs should have been written per
site expectations and were not written.
The inspectors reviewed open corrective WOs, open corrective action items, system
health reports for the last five years, and walked the DC to 120 volt AC inverters with the
system’s engineer. The inspectors also walked portions of the component cooling water
system with that system’s engineer and reviewed the current status of WOs and CA
program documents. The inspectors found the systems to be in overall good health with
a reasonable number of open corrective WOs and corrective action items even though
the inverters had several past issues that resulted in inverter failures. The inspectors did
not identify any major conflicts between actual system conditions and the condition of
the systems as represented in WOs, system health reports, and CA program
documents. The inspectors did identify one issue with the component water cooling
system which is addressed in Section 4OA2.2.b(2) below.
Findings
No findings were identified.
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(2) Effectiveness of Prioritization and Evaluation of Issues
The inspectors concluded that the licensee’s overall performance in the prioritization and
evaluation of issues was generally appropriate. In particular, the inspectors observed
that while the majority of issues identified were at a low level of significance, those
issues and issues of more significance were assigned a review and action level
appropriate for the identified condition evaluation and in accordance with governing
procedures. Issues were being appropriately screened by the originating departments,
the Management Review Board, and Operations shift management for items potentially
impacting equipment operability. Evaluations in apparent cause and root cause reports
reviewed by the inspectors were generally adequate with some weaknesses including
lack of rigor. The inspectors identified one weak RCE (1911809: “Entry into an Unusual
Event Due to a Service Water Leak from Zurn Strainer SW-2911-BS”) where the cause
listed in the evaluation was not the cause of the identified condition.
The inspectors identified no items in the backlogs of the CA program or maintenance
WO system that were risk significant, either individually or collectively, although the
inspectors and the licensee identified a large backlog of CA program activities in the
Engineering Department. The inspectors reviewed the licensee’s WO backlog and
associated performance metric data and concluded that equipment issues were
generally being addressed appropriately.
Observations
Licensee data indicated that in May 2015 the CA program had approximately 815 open
conditions reports and approximately 490 CA program open actions with an additional
107 items classified as long term corrective actions. That data indicated that there were
seven open CRs that were initiated prior to 2006 and an additional 44 that were initiated
prior to 2010. For CA program open items, the average age was 114 days with 150
open items greater than 120 days old. The average age of long term corrective actions
was shown as 1346 days. The Engineering Department was responsible for the majority
of the backlogged items. The licensee had previously identified the backlog issue in the
Engineering Department.
Licensee data indicated that, as of May 2015, the station had approximately 3,500 open
WOs. The station uses the industry classification scheme in AP-928, “Work
Management Process Description,” for grouping WOs. In May 2015, the station had
approximately 25 WOs classified as corrective maintenance and 1,250 classified as
deficient maintenance. The inspectors’ review concluded that the numbers were
consistent with industry averages and from the documents reviewed did not identify any
current significant corrective maintenance issues.
The inspectors reviewed several available RCEs and ACEs. ACEs reviewed varied from
detailed and intrusive to quick reviews that used the “Why Staircase,” as the
predominant and sometimes the only analysis tool. The inspectors questioned that
practice and the resultant conclusions for ACE 1903531, “Workers Loosened Bolts on
Wrong Pump,” and ACE 1946969, “NCV-Inadequate Effectiveness Reviews.” The
licensee stated that for “less significant” ACEs there was no specific written guidance for
the detail expected; the licensee’s present practice is for the Management Review
Committee to inform the evaluating organization on the amount of detail expected.
The licensee stated that there is procedural guidance for the expected detail for RCEs
and more significant ACEs.
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Root Cause Evaluation Deficiencies
During the review of RCE 1911809, “Entry into an Unusual Event Due to a Service
Water Leak from Zurn Strainer SW-2911-BS,” the inspectors identified several
deficiencies with the evaluation and determined that the licensee’s conclusion was
incorrect. Specifically, the licensee found that the packing bolts were too short and
concluded that the cause of the packing gland bolts becoming disengaged was an
inadequate design of the packing gland bolting. The inspectors review found no
regulatory concerns with the design and based on the information presented in the RCE
concluded that the design, if maintained properly and correct replacement parts were
used, was adequate. When the inspectors questioned a statement in the RCE about an
original strainer Bill of Materials specifying seven-eighth inch cap screws for the packing
gland, the licensee was unable to locate a document with those specific details.
Additionally, during the licensee’s review of the issue to answer the inspectors’
questions, an engineer identified that the bolts recovered after the packing gland leak
were not the type specified by the vendor and were likely replaced sometime in the past.
The licensee entered the issue into their CA program as CR 02056763, “SW Zurn
Strainer RCE1911809 Inconsistency,” and planned to revise the RCE.
G-03/G-04 Emergency Diesel Generator Operability
The licensee identified that wind could adversely affect the ability of radiators to remove
heat for emergency diesel generators G-03 and G-04. The effect of wind had not been
previously evaluated in the design of the radiators. As part of CR 01980588, “Basis for
Operability of G-03/G-04 Questioned,” the licensee utilized computer software to
evaluate the effect of wind on the diesel generator radiators to conclude the diesel
generators were operable. However, the licensee documented that to benchmark the
software as required for use in a safety-related design basis calculation would be
expensive. Therefore, the licensee decided to install a physical barrier so the effect of
wind on the radiators could be neglected consistent with the original design.
The inspectors reviewed the licensee’s operability determination associated with
CR 01980588 that concluded the radiators were operable considering the effect of wind.
The inspectors questioned why that the radiators and the diesel generators, while
classified as operable, were not classified non-conforming to the existing design basis
until the wind barrier was installed. Specifically, to be fully operable in the interim, did
the licensee need a design basis evaluation that considered the effect of the newly
identified wind load? The inspectors verified that a physical wind barrier was installed.
Therefore, the effect of wind on the G-03/G-04 and its radiators does not need to be
considered consistent with the original design basis.
Component Service Life Grace Period
The inspectors identified that PBNP utilized a “25 percent grace period” with respect to
vendor recommended component replacement frequency. In discussion with the
licensee, the grace period is utilized at PBNP to provide component replacement
flexibility, not to exceed the vendor recommended replacement frequency. For example,
a component with a vendor recommended 10-year replacement frequency had a PBNP
target replacement frequency of 7.5 years; component replacement less than the vendor
recommended10 years utilizing the 25 percent grace period. However, the inspectors
found that NextEra Energy fleet procedure MA-AA-204-1000, “Preventive Maintenance
and Surveillance Procedure,” allowed the licensee to extend component service life, the
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vendor recommended replacement frequency, by up to 25 percent without an
engineering evaluation. The licensee initiated condition report CR 02059320, “PM
Process Requires Improved Guidance,” to address this concern.
The inspectors informed the licensee that the NRC has a documented regulatory
position on design life of safety-related structures, systems, and components (SSCs) in
Task Interface Agreement (TIA) 2014-01, “Final Task Interface Agreement – Regulatory
Position of Design Life of Safety-Related Structures, Systems, and Components Related
to Unresolved Items at Donald C. Cook Nuclear Power Plant, Monticello Nuclear
Generating Plant, and Palisades Nuclear Plant (TIA 2014-01),” dated May 7, 2015
(ADAMS Accession No. ML15127A569). Specifically, the NRC staff’s position
expressed in this TIA is, in-part, if a safety-related SSC exceeds its specified service life
or the licensee has information that challenges the presumption that a safety-related
SSC can perform its specified function(s), the licensee must promptly address the
nonconforming condition in accordance with their operability/functionality and CA
programs. The inspectors noted that the NRC had previously issued non-cited violations
at PBNP for equipment that failed after its stated design life and had not received an
appropriate engineering evaluation; the inspectors did not identify any new current
issues with equipment operating beyond its design life.
Findings
Failure to Demonstrate the Functionality of a Credited Safe Shutdown Component
Introduction: The inspectors identified a finding of very low safety significance (Green)
and associated non-cited violation (NCV) of license condition 4.F for the licensee’s
failure to demonstrate the capabilities of systems needed to perform a design function
for 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R safe shutdown. Specifically, the licensee’s tests,
inspections, or maintenance activities did not demonstrate that CC-722A, the component
cooling water pump suction cross-tie valve, was capable of being opened as required in
AOP-10B, “Safe to Cold Shutdown in Local Control.”
Description: During the assessment of the component cooling water system, the
inspectors identified a condition report related to the licensee extending a preventative
maintenance task for cycling CC-722A from five years out to nine years. The inspectors
performed a detailed review of the issue and found that the licensee had identified, in
2004, that they should be cycling manual valves credited for Appendix R safe shutdown,
and had identified as early as 2005, that CC-722A needed to be cycled. The licensee
created a work request in 2007, which resulted in a work order to perform the necessary
testing. In May 2010, the licensee canceled the work order after they determined that
opening CC-722A and cross-connecting both units component cooling water (CC)
systems would render both units CC systems inoperable. The inspectors’ review of
Plant Health Committee meeting minutes from September 21, 2010, found that the
licensee acknowledged that they lacked the ability to test a safe shutdown valve that
was likely in a degraded condition from over-torqueing it shut to stop intersystem
leakage. The meeting minutes also acknowledged that the valve had not been tested
since 1997. The Plant Health Committee approved a modification to add a second valve
in the system to allow testing without having to cross-connect the systems. The
modification had a projected completion date of October 2012; however, the inspectors
found that the modification had not been completed in October 2012 and when the next
work order came due in 2013 the licensee canceled it and extended the testing from a
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five year interval to a nine year interval. The inspectors review found that the licensee
planned to extend the testing beyond their implementation of National Fire Protection
Association Standard 805, "Performance-Based Standard for Fire Protection for LightWater Reactor Electric Generating Plants," which then would not require opening
CC-722A for cold shutdown. After implementation of the standard the licensee planned
to cancel the testing without performing the valve cycling.
The inspectors also questioned why the testing was not shown as overdue in the
licensee’s work order system, since the valve hadn’t been tested since 1997. The
inspectors review found that even though the testing in 2010 was canceled, the work
order system credited the canceled work as if it had been performed. The licensee
informed the inspectors that a human performance error, by the individual canceling the
work order in 2010, inappropriately left the box checked that credited completion. After
reviewing the inspector’s questions and concerns, the licensee concluded that the safe
shutdown functionality of the valve could not be substantiated and commenced four hour
fire rounds for the non-functional valve.
Analysis: The inspectors determined that failure to demonstrate the capabilities of
systems needed to perform a design function for Appendix R safe shutdown was
contrary to the licensee’s Fire Protection Evaluation Report (FPER) and was a
performance deficiency. The finding was determined to be more than minor because the
failure to demonstrate the capabilities of systems needed to perform a design function
for Appendix R safe shutdown was associated with the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone
attribute of “Protection Against External Events (Fire)” and affected the cornerstone
objective of preventing undesirable consequences (i.e., core damage).
In accordance with Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 0609, “Significance Determination
Process,” Attachment 0609.04, “Initial Characterization of Findings,” Table 2, the
inspectors determined the finding affected the Mitigating Systems cornerstone. The
finding affected the ability to reach and maintain cold shutdown, and the inspectors
determined, using Table 3, that it could be evaluated using Appendix F, “Fire Protection
Significance Determination Process.” The inspectors screened the issue to Green under
the Phase 1 Screening Question 1.3.1–A, because the inspectors determined that the
finding would not prevent the reactor from reaching and maintaining hot shutdown.
This finding has a cross-cutting aspect of Resolution (P.3), in the area of problem
identification and resolution, because the licensee did not take effective corrective
actions to address the issue in a timely manner. Specifically, in 2007, the licensee
identified that they had not been testing the valve as specified in their FPER and as of
July 2015 had still not corrected it. Additionally, the licensee had an opportunity to
identify and correct the situation in 2013 during their review and subsequent cancellation
of the work order to add a second crosstie valve.
Enforcement: License condition 4.F for both Unit 1 and Unit 2 required the licensee to
implement and maintain in effect all provisions of the approved fire protection program
as described in the final safety analysis report (FSAR) and Safety Evaluation Report
dated August 2, 1979, (and Supplements dated October 21, 1980, January 22, 1981,
and July 27, 1988) and the Safety Evaluation Report issued January 8, 1997, for
technical specifications (TS) Amendment No. 170 and No. 174. Section 9.10 of the
FSAR stated that the FPER was incorporated into the FSAR by reference. Fire
Protection Evaluation Report, Section 9.0, “Control of Appendix R Safe Shutdown
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Equipment,” states in part that existing PBNP tests, inspections, and maintenance
activities demonstrate the capabilities of such systems to perform their design basis
functions.
Contrary to the above, from March 4, 1997 until July 9, 2015, the licensee failed to
include the cycling of CC-722A, in existing PBNP tests, inspections, and maintenance
activities to demonstrate the valve was capable of performing its design basis function to
open. Because this violation was of very low safety significance and it was entered into
the licensee’s CA program as CR 02059145, CR 02059446, and CR 02060486, this
violation is being treated as an NCV, consistent with Section 2.3.2 of the NRC
Enforcement Policy. The licensee corrective actions included declaring CC-722A
non-functional and commencing four hour fire rounds (NCV 05000266/2015007-01;
05000301/2015007-01, Failure to Demonstrate the Functionality of a Credited Safe
Shutdown Component).
(3) Effectiveness of Corrective Actions
On the basis of the corrective action documents reviewed, the inspectors concluded that
the CAs appeared generally appropriate for the identified issues. Those CAs addressing
selected NRC documented violations were also determined to be generally effective and
timely. The inspectors’ review of the previous five years of the licensee’s efforts to
address issues with the 120 volt AC inverters did not identify any recent negative trends
or inability by the licensee to address long-term issues. The inspectors questioned the
validity of effectiveness reviews that just verified that other specified corrective actions
were done and did not check if the actions were effective.
Observations
The inspectors evaluated the effectiveness review (CA 01896156-47) completed for the
corrective actions for the RCE associated with CR 01896156, “Common Cause
Degraded Cornerstone–Mitigating Systems, Two White Findings.” The inspectors noted
that the completed review only verified that the specified corrective action of conducting
training was completed and documented; the review did not determine or try to
determine whether the training had accomplished its purpose.
In the Site Management Review Meeting document, dated April 24, 2015, the licensee
stated that CA program oversight does not meet expectations and that guidance is not
provided for effectiveness reviews other than CRs classified as Significance Level (SL)1,
the most significant category; guidance does not exist for SL2 and SL3 CRs, the lower
categories available for safety issues.
Findings
No findings were identified.
(4) Corrective Actions Associated with Root Cause Evaluations for the Degraded
Cornerstone Resulting From Potential Flooding Issues
In February 2015, the NRC completed a supplemental inspection (NRC Inspection
Report 05000266/2015009; 05000301/2015009 (ADAMS Accession Number
ML15077A007)) in accordance with Inspection Procedure (IP) 95002, “Inspection for
One Degraded Cornerstone or Any Three White Inputs in a Strategic Performance
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Area,” to assess the licensee’s evaluation of one White inspection finding that affected
the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone. The NRC, during that inspection, reviewed
completed corrective actions from licensee’s root cause evaluations 01883633, “White
Finding–Flooding,” and 01896156, “Common Cause Degraded Cornerstone–Mitigating
Systems, Two White Findings.” During this inspection the NRC reviewed corrective
actions from those root causes that were closed subsequent to the February 2015
inspection.
For RCE 01883633, the NRC during this inspection reviewed corrective actions number
39, 46, 51, 60, 61, 63, and 71. Corrective actions that were not closed at the time of this
inspection were number 48, 49, 53, 58, 62, and 70.
For RCE 01896156, the NRC during this inspection reviewed corrective actions number
43, 44, 45, 47, 50, 52, 59, 60 62, 66, and 67. Corrective actions that were not closed at
the time of this inspections were number 49, 53, 54, 63, 64, 65, 68, 69, and 70.
.1
a.

Assessment of the Use of Operating Experience
Inspection Scope
The inspectors reviewed the licensee’s implementation of the facility’s operating
experience (OE) program. Specifically, the inspectors reviewed OE program
implementing procedures, attended CA program meetings, reviewed completed
evaluations of OE issues and events, and selected assessments of the OE composite
performance indicators. The inspectors’ review was to determine whether the licensee
was effectively integrating OE into the performance of daily activities, whether
evaluations of issues were proper and conducted by qualified personnel, and whether
the licensee’s program was sufficient to prevent future occurrences of previous industry
events. The inspectors also assessed whether CAs, as a result of OE, were identified
and implemented in an effective and timely manner.
Assessment
Overall, the inspectors determined that the licensee was generally effective at evaluating
NRC and industry OE for relevance to the facility. The inspectors also verified that the
use of OE in formal CA program products such as root cause evaluations and apparent
cause evaluations was appropriate and adequately considered. Generally, OE that was
applicable to the facility was appropriately evaluated and actions were implemented in a
timely manner to address any issues that resulted from the evaluations.
Observations
The inspectors identified some examples and trends that indicated that the licensee
could improve some areas in their OE Program. Specifically:
•
•

A review of licensee OE performance indicators found that the system
engineering group had high average closure time for OE actions;
The licensee’s evaluation associated with the higher than expected radiation
dose rates during the 2014 fall outage concluded that the licensee failed to
incorporate existing OE on proper primary chemistry control after their power
uprate; and
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•

Multiple examples were identified by the licensee of failures to incorporate
vendor technical information into procedures including two NRC violations, one in
the 2014 NRC fourth quarter integrated report and one in the 2015 first quarter
report.

Also, after reviewing a licensee evaluation of industry OE related to vibration induced
copper piping failures, which concluded that the station adequately identifies and
addresses copper piping vibration, the inspectors toured the turbine building to look for
unidentified examples. The inspectors chose an instrument air pipe with the highest
vibration and asked the licensee if it was acceptable. The licensee evaluated the piping
and concluded that it was above desired levels. The licensee documented the issue in
CR 02058263, “Vibration in IA Line to AOV,” and initiated a work request to further
evaluate and correct the vibration.
The inspectors reviewed the licensee’s evaluation of NRC operating experience related
to a 10 CFR Part 21 report regarding deviations utilizing computer software program
STAAD.Pro in design of structures or components. Specifically, the NRC received
notification pertaining to identification of deviations associated with calculations that
were supplied to various licensees (AECOM letters to NRC dated May 18, 2015
(ADAMS Accession No. ML15147A547), and June 17, 2015 (ADAMS Accession No.
ML15168B075)). The Part 21 reports indicated that the noted deviations in STAAD.Pro
can result in non-conservative evaluations of structural members and can potentially
result in the inadequate design of structural components.
In discussion with the licensee, the inspectors determined that NextEra Energy had not
utilized STAAD.Pro software for structural design and PBNP also verified that a supplier
of design calculations had not utilized STAAD.Pro software for structural design at
PBNP. However, the licensee had not documented this evaluation. The licensee
initiated condition report AR 02056361 to address the inspectors concern that the
licensee’s Part 21 evaluation was not documented.
The inspectors inquired if any vendor had performed structural calculations on behalf of
PBNP that utilized the STAAD.Pro software. The licensee initiated condition report
CR 02056363 to determine whether vendors had used STAAD.Pro in support of PBNP
and any potential impact. As a result, the licensee determined that STAAD.Pro was
utilized in PBNP calculation S-11165-116-02. The licensee initiated condition report
CR 02056821, “Vendor Notify Of Calc Impact/Staad Part 21,” and determined the effect
of STAAD.Pro deviations to be insignificant. The inspectors concluded the safety
concern was minor since calculation S-11165-116-02 conclusions remained valid.
b.

Findings
No findings were identified.

.2
a.

Assessment of Self-Assessments and Audits
Inspection Scope
The inspectors assessed the licensee staff’s ability to identify and enter issues into the
CA program, prioritize and evaluate issues, and implement effective corrective actions,
through efforts from departmental assessments and audits.
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b.

Assessment
The inspectors concluded that self-assessments and audits were typically accurate,
thorough, and effective at identifying most issues and enhancement opportunities at an
appropriate threshold with some exceptions when Quick-Hit assessments were used.
The inspectors concluded that personnel involved in audits and self-assessments were
knowledgeable in the subject area they audited or assessed. In many cases, selfassessments and audits identified issues that were not previously recognized by the
licensee.
Observations
The inspectors reviewed the licensee’s assessment of their self-assessment and
benchmarking program. The provided assessment appeared to review and assess the
compliance of their assessment program with existing procedural requirements and did
not look at the effectiveness of the program. However, the inspectors overall
assessment of the self-assessment process indicated that the program appeared to
meet licensee intended requirements for identifying issues.
The inspectors observed that the licensee had many Quick Hit and Benchmarking items,
which were small in scope, and fewer of the focused self-assessments, which would be
a larger or more in depth review. The inspectors’ review of the licensee’s Nuclear
Oversight audits found them to be thorough and effective at identifying issues. Some of
the reviewed Quick Hit assessments had very narrow scopes, which was consistent with
licensee expectations, but appeared to not add much value to the overall assessment
process.
Findings
No findings were identified.

.3
a.

Assessment of Safety Conscious Work Environment
Inspection Scope
The inspectors assessed the licensee’s safety conscious work environment (SCWE)
through the reviews of the facility’s employee concerns program (ECP) implementing
procedures, discussions with the coordinator of the ECP, interviews with personnel from
various departments, and reviews of issue reports. The inspectors also reviewed the
results from a 2010 and a 2013 organization effectiveness survey, the results from a
2014 Employee Engagement Survey, and recent results from licensee-initiated “Health
Checks” surveys.
As part of the overall inspection effort, inspectors discussed department and station
programs with a variety of people. In addition, the inspectors held scheduled interviews
with 43 non-supervisory individuals, in groups of four to seven people, from various
departments to assess their willingness to raise nuclear safety issues. Additionally other
personnel were randomly asked their views of the effectiveness of the CA program.
The individuals for the scheduled interviews were randomly selected to provide a
distribution across the various departments at the site. In addition to assessing
individuals’ willingness to raise nuclear safety issues, the interviews also included
13

discussion on any changes in the plant environment over the last 12 months. Other
items discussed included:
•
•
•
•

knowledge and understanding of the CA program;
effectiveness and efficiency of the CA program;
willingness to use the CA program; and
knowledge and understanding of ECP.

The inspectors also discussed the functioning of the ECP with the program coordinator;
reviewed program logs from 2013, 2014, and 2015; and reviewed three case files.
b.

Assessment
The inspectors did not identify any issues of concern regarding the licensee’s SCWE.
Information obtained during the interviews indicated that an environment was
established where the majority of licensee personnel felt free to raise nuclear safety
issues without fear of retaliation. Licensee personnel were aware of and generally
familiar with the CA program and other processes, including the ECP and the NRC’s
allegation process, through which concerns could be raised; safety significant issues
could be freely communicated to supervision. The inspectors did not observe and were
not provided any examples where there was retaliation for the raising of nuclear safety
issues. Documents provided to the inspectors regarding surveys and monitoring of the
safety culture and SCWE generally supported the conclusions from the interviews even
with survey issues identifying conditions that might act to inhibit discussion of items
including mistrust of management and lack of effective communications among groups
and departments.
Observations
The licensee’s March 2015 “Health Check” survey results, compiled from 103
respondents, showed that less than 50 percent of survey participants answered “agree”
or “strongly agree” to questions on effective communications and coordination existing
among work groups and downward flow of information from management. While 88
percent of survey participants agreed with the statement “I trust my immediate
supervisor,” only 54 percent agreed that there was strong evidence of effective station
leadership. The March survey, however, showed positive trends from monthly surveys
going back to October 2014.
Non-supervisory personnel in the interviewed arranged groups, when presented with the
March 2015 survey results, stated that at their level there were no issues with working
with and communicating with workers in other groups. The majority of the groups
expressed their opinion that communications and coordination issues, if they existed,
were at levels above them.
All interviewees indicated that they could and would bring up safety issues with
supervision, management, and through the CA program. None of the interviewed
personnel stated that there was intimidation or retaliation when they brought up issues.
Those same interviewees predominantly said they would use the ECP but saw no need
to have to resort to the ECP for issue reporting.
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Findings
No findings were identified.
4OA6 Management Meetings
.1

Exit Meeting Summary
On July 10, 2015, the inspectors presented the inspection results to the Plant Manager,
Mr. DeBoer, and other members of the licensee staff. The licensee acknowledged the
issues presented. The inspectors confirmed that none of the potential report input
discussed was considered proprietary and that all material considered proprietary by the
licensee was returned to the licensee.

ATTACHMENT: SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
KEY POINTS OF CONTACT
Licensee
D. DeBoer, Plant General Manager
S. Aerts, Performance Improvement Manager
P. Baranowski, Engineering
L. Hawki, Engineering ERRT Manager
K. Lemmens, Maintenance
J. Olson, Operations CAPCO
M. Omillian, Training
S. Pfaff, Performance Improvement Supervisor
T. Schneider, Senior Engineer
B. Scherwinski, Licensing
J. Schultz, Training
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
J. Cameron, Chief, Reactor Projects Branch 4
D. Oliver, Senior Resident Inspector

Attachment

LIST OF ITEMS OPENED, CLOSED AND DISCUSSED
Opened
05000266/2015007-01
05000301/2015002-02

NCV

Failure to Demonstrate the Functionality of a Credited Safe
Shutdown Component (Section 4OA2.2b.(2))

NCV

Failure to Demonstrate the Functionality of a Credited Safe
Shutdown Component (Section 4OA2.2b.(2))

Closed
05000266/2015007-01
05000301/2015007-01

2

LIST OF DOCUMENTS REVIEWED
The following is a list of documents reviewed during the inspection. Inclusion on this list
does not imply that the NRC inspectors reviewed the documents in their entirety, but
rather, that selected sections of portions of the documents were evaluated as part of the
overall inspection effort. Inclusion of a document on this list does not imply NRC
acceptance of the document or any part of it, unless this is stated in the body of the
inspection report.
PLANT PROCEDURES
Number
AD-AA-103
AM 3-4
AOP-10B Unit 2
ER-AA-100-2002
ER-AA-204
FG-E-QRT-01
IT 85
LI-AA-102-1002
MA-AA-204-1000
MI 32.1
MI 32.2
NA-AA-200-1000
NDE-350
NP 7.7.5
NP 7.7.7
OM 3.27
PI-AA-100
PI-AA-100-1005
PI-AA-100-1005
PI-AA-100-1008
PI-AA-101
PI-AA-101-1000
PI-AA-101-1001
PI-AA-101-1002
PI-AA-102
PI-AA-102-1000
PI-AA-102-1001

Description or Title
Nuclear Safety Culture Program
Implementation Of The
Maintenance Rule at PBNP
Safe to Cold Shutdown in Local Control
Maintenance Rule Program Administration
Preventive Maintenance Program Strategy
Quality Review Team (QRT)
Main Steam Valves (Quarterly) Unit 2
Part 21 Reporting
Preventive Maintenance and Surveillance
Procedure
Flange and Closure Bolting
Valve Packing
Employee Concerns Program
Magnetic Particle Examination Alternating
Current (AC) Yoke
Maintenance Rule Monitoring
Maintenance Rule Periodic
Evaluation
Control of Fire Protection & Appendix R Safe
Shutdown Equipment
Condition Assessment And Response
Root Cause Analysis
Root Cause Analysis
Condition Evaluation
Self-Assessment and Benchmarking
Program
Focused Self-Assessment Planning,
Conduct, And Reporting
Quick Hit / Department Assessments
Benchmarking Process
Operating Experience Program
Significant Operating Experience Report
(SOER) AND INPO Event Report (IER)
Process Implementation
Operating Experience Program Screening
and Responding To Incoming Operating
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Date or Revision
6
8
13
2
4
0
33
5
5
23
14
0
32
24
6
56
7
8
12
6
18
12
8
8
8
12
14

PLANT PROCEDURES
Number
PI-AA-104-1000
PI-AA-207-1000
SEM 1.5

Description or Title
Experience
Corrective Action
Station Self-Evaluation And Trending
Analysis
Maintenance Rule Guideline

Date or Revision
3
3
4

CORRECTIVE ACTION PROGRAM DOCUMENTS REVIEWED
Number
01250382
01287800
01351938
01369843
01389380
01396972
01757131
01762802
01768931
01841126
01843538
01858451
01868167
01883633
01891867
01893275
01894494
01894625
01898955

Description or Title
Determine If Appendix R Program
Components Require Testing
HX Conditions & Testing Issues Currently
Not Tracked in Corrective Action Process
0CC-722A, 1P-11A/B CC Pump Suction
Cross-Connect Valve Cycling
EPU Project Risk (Assignment 33,
Effectiveness Review)
PM to Cycle CC Pumps Suction
Cross-Connect Presents Undue Risk
MDAFP Mod Missed High Point Vent on
CC Bypass Loop
Potential Violation RSPS Degraded
Function (Assignments 18, 19)
Unit 1 Yellow Inverter Transferred to NonSafeguards P/S
TDAFW Pump Coupling Degraded During
IT 08A Run (Assignments 12,14, 28, 29,
30, 31)
Unable to Perform Requested PM on CC722A
PMCR May Not Be Justified
1MS-2083 Will Not Shut
Defer PMID 62974 IAW CE 1843538 01
0CC-722A CC Cross-Connect
White Finding – Flooding (Assignments 39,
51, 60, 61, 63)
Indicated RTO Exceeded License Limit
2013 PI&R Inspection – G-05 Functionality
Assessment Issue
2013 PI&R - Condition Report Evaluation Weak Documentation
Clearance Preparation / Approval
SLIV - Chapter 11 FSAR Discrepancies
Identified
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Date or Revision
01/14/04
01/25/06
09/27/08
09/18/13
05/20/10
09/23/10
04/19/12
05/03/12
06/21/12
01/21/13
01/29/13
03/21/13
05/23/14
06/19/13
07/24/13
07/30/13
08/15/13
08/05/13
08/22/13

CORRECTIVE ACTION PROGRAM DOCUMENTS REVIEWED
Number
01927289
01929073
01934427
01935654
01941977
01948029
01952635
01952644
01968076
01973946
01978733
01980588
01992433
01996024
02000175
02010590
02019637
02020867
02021434
02024388
02024420
02024530
02027536
02031436
02036333
02038301
02038310

Description or Title
High Vibration on 2P-11B CCW Pump
Bearings
G-03\G-04 Radiator Question
Work Request to Install G-03/G-04 Wind
Wall
1DY-02 Inverter Auto Swapped to Back-Up
Power Supply
Reduction in Radiator Capability Due to
High Winds
Breathing Air System and Radwaste
Regulatory Requirements
RP Procedure Execution Weakness
Information Removed From Procedure
NRC Proposed NCV - Containment Debris
Operations Needs To Clarify Fire Round
Expectations
2Q NRC Green NCV-K1-K2 Relays
Basis for Operability of G-03/G-04
Questioned
NOS-Finding Multiple Maintenance
Program Implementation Shortfalls
3Q14 NRC Green NCV-Operations Needs
To Clarify Fire Round Ex
1P-11B Outboard Bearing Is Making
Audible Noise
1P-25B-M Lower Bearing Failed
1P-11A RTS Inboard Pump Seal Significant
Leakage
Work Planning At T-4 Inadequate
Inverter Cable Protection
Chemistry Weakness in Criticality of FMS
Observations
Chemistry Bio-Fouling Program Procedure
Needs Update
2HX-12D HX Flange Pitting Depth Below
Vendor Minimum Wall
NP 3.2.7 – Service/Circulating Water
Monitoring Program
Effectiveness Review (EFR) Action
Weakness
Point Beach Actions to Address Fleet
Response Closed without justification
documentation
CAP Self-Assessment – Extent of Condition
CAP Self-Assessment – Repeat MPFF
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Date or Revision
12/13/13
12/20/13
01/20/14
01/24/14
02/18/14
03/13/14
03/28/14
03/28/14
05/27/14
06/23/14
07/17/14
07/28/14
09/19/14
10/04/14
10/18/14
12/03/14
01/20/15
01/26/15
01/28/15
02/10/15
02/10/15
02/10/15
02/23/15
03/11/15
03/30/15
04/06/15
04/06/15

CORRECTIVE ACTION PROGRAM DOCUMENTS REVIEWED
Number
02038343
02044725

Description or Title
CAP Self Assessment – Safety Culture
Nuclear Safety Culture Leading Indicator
1Q15

Date or Revision
04/06/15
04/30/15

OPERATING EXPERIENCE
Number
AR 01944534
AR 01950370
AR 01965702
AR 01970470
AR 01994529
AR 02009076
AR 02025050

Description or Title
NRC IN 2014-03: Turbine Driven Auxiliary
Feedwater Pump Overspeed Trip
Mechanism Issues
Identified Improvement Action
Heavy Snow & Design Flaw – Units Scram
Analysis of Vibration Induced Piping Leaks
NRC IN 2014-10: Potential Circuit FailureInduced Secondary Fires
NRC IN 2014-12: Crane & Heavy Lift
Issues Identified by NRC
NRC IN 2015-02: Antifreeze Agents in Fire
Water Sprinklers
Point Beach Operating Experience
Measures of Success
(2014: January, June, December; 2015:
January, May)

Date or Revision
02/28/14
03/21/14
05/14/14
06/06/14
09/29/14
11/24/14
02/12/15

AUDITS, ASSESSMENTS AND SELF-ASSESSMENTS
Number
AR 1811563-01
AR 1921241
AR 1973242
AR 2002634
NOS 14-003
NOS 14-008
PBN 14-016
PBN 15-004
PBN-13-012
PBN-15-001
PBSA-14-45

Description or Title
Quick Hit Assessment of PM Program
Focused Self-Assessment: Lifting, Rigging,
and Material Handling
Quick Hit: Mechanical Maintenance Shop
Work Practices
Quick Hit: Radiation Protection - Material
Release – Fleet
Nuclear Oversight Audit: Radiation
Protection and Radwaste
Nuclear Oversight Audit: Maintenance
Corrective and Preventive
Chemistry, Effluents and Environmental
Monitoring
QA PROGRAMS
Training Oversight Audit Report
Security Oversight Audit Report
Quick Hit – Assessment of Management
Reinforcement for Cap Threshold
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Date or Revision
07/08/13
08/08/14
07/19/14
05/08/15
03/28/14
09/19/14
02/11/15
05/01/15
10/19/13
02/24/15
01/10/15

AUDITS, ASSESSMENTS AND SELF-ASSESSMENTS
Number
PBSA-15-01
PBSA-OPS-15-05
PBSA-PI-14-26
PBSA-PI-14-30
PBSA-PI-15-13
PBSA-PI-15-9
PBSA-TRN-14-08

Description or Title
Sensitivity
CAP Effectiveness Review Prior to NRC
Inspection
Operations Clarification of Fire Round
Expectations
Quality of Self-Evaluation Reports
4Q14 Operating Experience Products
Quality Review
Quick Hit Products – Criticality Review –
Performance improvement
Nuclear Safety Culture Interim
Effectiveness Review
Training – Effectiveness of JITT for Outage

Date or Revision

Description or Title
Parts List for Zurn Strain-O-Matic 590 &
592 Series (Model 67)
P&ID Instrument Air

Date or Revision
04/14/67

04/28/15
02/19/15
01/07/15
01/13/15
05/28/15
05/26/15
11/26/14

DRAWINGS
Number
47736
M-209, Sheet 5

38

CONDITION REPORTS GENERATED DURING INSPECTION
Number
02056361
02056363
02056763
02056821
02058159
02058263
02058741
02058921
02059145
02059320
02059446

Description or Title
Date or Revision
2015 PI&R Inspection NRC Comment On
06/24/15
Part 21 Screening
2015 PI&R Inspection NRC Questioned Use
06/24/15
Of STAAD Software
2015 PI&R SW Zurn Strainer Rce1911809
06/25/15
Inconsistency
2015 PI&R Insp. Vendor Notify Of Calc
06/25/15
Impact/Staad Part 21
2015 PI&R, 2cs-480, NRC Questions AOV
07/02/15
Control Air Hose Length
2015 PI&R, 1FD-2522A Vibration In IA Line
07/02/15
To AOV.
PI&R: Calc. 2014-11158 Contains Math Error
07/07/15
PI&R: Calculation 2014-11158 Non07/07/15
Conservative
2015 PI&R: PM Inappropriately Credited
07/08/15
During Wo Cancelation
2015 PI&R - PM Process Requires Improved
07/09/15
Guidance
2015 PI&R: 0CC-722A Functionality Can Not
07/09/15
Be Substantiated
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ROOT CAUSES AND APPARENT CAUSES REVIEWED
Number
01762802-02
01858451-04
01891867-01
01894625-01
01896177
01903531-01
01911809
01920721
01935654-01
01946969
01949895
01951316
01964121
01964350
01964376
01973946-02
01978733
02001230
02010590
02024304

Description or Title
ACE: Unit 1 Yellow Inverter Transferred to
Non-Safeguards P/S
ACE: 1MS-2083 Will Nor Shut
ACE: Indicated RTO Exceeded License Limit
ACE: Clearance Preparation/Approval
Effectiveness Review – Trending Useful for
Detecting Issues
ACE: Worker Loosened Bolts on Wrong
Pump
RCE: Entry into an Unusual Event due to a
Service Water Leak from Zurn Strainer SW2911-BS
ACE: IT-08A Improper N/A Leads to
Unexpected Feeding of S/G’s
ACE: 1DY-02 Inverter Auto Swapped to
Back-Up Power Supply
NCV-Inadequate Effectiveness Reviews
ACE: Security Officer with Ineffective
Equipment
ACE: NRC Identified Issue During Execution
of WO 40220720-02
ACE – 2P-29 TDAFW Pump Backup Battery
Found Disconnected
ACE: Event Misclassification Results in DEP
Failure
ACE: Keys Left Unattended in a Vehicle in
Protected Area
ACE: Operations Need to Clarify Fire Round
Expectation – Rev. 2
ACE Report: 2Q NRC Green NCV-K1-K2
Relays
RCE: PBNP Has Experienced Higher Than
Anticipated Dose Rates
RCE: Condensate Pump Motor1P-25B-M
Failure Results in Unit 1 Reactor Trip
ACE: WBC Evaluation Weakness
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Date or Revision
2
1
10/24/13
10/17/13
01/26/15
10/16/13
12/05/13
11/14/13
03/21/14
09/20/14
03/28/14
05/06/14
09/11/14
07/23/14
06/16/14
10/22/14
08/14/14
01/16/15
03/09/15
06/30/15

WORK ORDERS REVIEWED
Number
40141482
40217724

Description or Title
SW-02911-BS Inspect Zurn Strainer
CC-722A / Drain U2 Component Cooling
System

Date or Revision
07/25/13
N/A

OTHER
Number

01893368-19
01894625-23
01896156-47
01896177- 09
01941977-05
01971287-09
01973946-9
02024530-01

2014-11158
FPER
FPER

Description or Title
Date or Revision
2014 Employee Engagement Survey Results
05/20/14
Cap Health Index Recovery Plan
02/19/15
Component Cooling Water System Health
04/01/11-06/30/11
Report
Component Cooling Water System Health
04/01/15-06/30/15
Report
Excellence Plan 2015-Excel Spreadsheet
Status
List of ECP Packages and Concerns
2014
List of ECP Packages and Concerns
2015
Nuclear Safety Culture Monitoring Panel
04/29/15
OE Screening Team Package April 14, 2015
Organization Effectiveness Survey Results
2010 and 2013
Organizational Survey Analysis Report
11/21/13
Point Beach Four Year Self-Assessment &
2015
Benchmarking Plan
Site Management Review Meeting Package
04/24/15
05/29/15
Station Self-Evaluation and Trending
Analysis Report for 1st Quarter 2015
Work Order Backlog Graphs
05/08/15
Effectiveness Review – ALARA
03/04/15
Effectiveness Review – Clearance
12/12/14
Preparation/Approval
Effectiveness Review – PI&R Standards
01/12/15
Effectiveness Review – Performance Trends
04/01/15
Corrective Actions
Prompt Operability Determination (POD):
07/31/14
Reduced EDG Radiator Capability
Effectiveness Review – HRA Entry
03/03/15
Effectiveness Review – Fire Rounds
01/26/15
Expectations
Prompt Operability Determination (POD):
02/13/15
Pitting on 2HX-12D Heads and Flanges
Calculation: Analysis – Subsoil Drain System
Evaluation
Fire Protection Evaluation Report
Fire Protection Evaluation Report
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01/23/15
April 2004
08/25/14

WORK ORDERS REVIEWED

Quarterly System
Health Report

Description or Title
Plant Health Committee Meeting Minutes
Quality Review Team (QRT) Quorum
Members
Engineering Review Group / Quality Review
Team (QRT) Charter
Review of the Radiation Protection Program
for the Year 2014
1998 Annual Report For the Maintenance
Rule
MRC Screening Report for 6/24/15
ECP Package
ECP Package
ECP Package
NAMS Work Order History (TIMD083) for PM
62974-01 - 0CC-722A, Operate Valve for
Functional Check
Unit 1: Y System – Vital Instrument Bus
120VAC

Quarterly System
Health Report
Quarterly System
Health Report

Unit 1: 4.16KV System – Electrical
Distribution
Unit 2: Y System – Vital Instrument Bus
120VAC

Quarterly System
Health Report
SER 97-033

Unit 2: 4.16KV System – Electrical
Distribution
PBTP-058, Stroke CCW Cross Connect
Valves CC-722 A/B

Number
NPM 2010-0366
NPM 2014-0183
NPM 2014-0236
NPM 2015-007
NPM 99-0336
PB-AT-050
PBN 2014-014&018
PBN 2015-01
PBN 2015-018
PM 62974-01
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Date or Revision
09/21/10
06/23/14
09/02/14
03/27/15
04/01/99
06/23/15

Second & Fourth
Quarter 2010
through 2014
2015 – First
Quarter
Second & Fourth
Quarter 2010
through 2014
2015 – First
Quarter
02/27/97

LIST OF ACRONYMS USED
AC
ACE
ADAMS
AOP
AOV
CA
CC
CFR
CR
DC
ECP
FPER
FSAR
IA
IMC
IR
NCV
NRC
OE
PARS
PBNP
PBSA
PI&R
RCE
SCWE
SL
SSC
SW
TIA
TS
WO

Alternating Current
Apparent Cause Evaluation
Agencywide Document Access Management System
Abnormal Operating Procedure
Air Operated Valve
Corrective Action
Component Cooling Water
Code of Federal Regulations
Action Request/Condition Report
Direct Current
Employee Concerns Program
Fire Protection Evaluation Report
Final Safety Analysis Report
Instrument Air
Inspection Manual Chapter
Inspection Report
Non-Cited Violation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Operating Experience
Publicly Available Records System
Point Beach Nuclear Plant
Point Beach Self-Assessment
Problem Identification and Resolution
Root Cause Evaluation
Safety Conscious Work Environment
Significance Level
Structures, Systems, Components
Service Water
Task Interface Agreement
Technical Specification
Work Order
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E. McCartney

-2-

denial, to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk,
Washington DC 20555-0001, with copies to the Regional Administrator, Region III; the
Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC
20555-0001; and the NRC resident inspector at the Point Beach Nuclear Plant.
If you disagree with a cross-cutting aspect assignment or a finding not associated with a
regulatory requirement in this report, you should provide a response within 30 days of the date
of this inspection report, with the basis for your disagreement, to the Regional Administrator,
Region III; and the NRC resident inspector at the Point Beach Nuclear Plant.
In accordance with Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 2.390, “Public
Inspections, Exemptions, Requests for Withholding,” of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter, its enclosure, and your response (if any) will be available electronically for public
inspection in the NRC’s Public Document Room or from the Publicly Available Records (PARS)
component of the NRC's Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS).
ADAMS is accessible from the NRC Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html
(the Public Electronic Reading Room).
Sincerely,
/RA Bruce L. Bartlett Acting for/
Jamnes L. Cameron, Chief
Branch 4
Division of Reactor Projects
Docket Nos. 50–266; 50–301
License Nos. DPR–24; DPR–27
Enclosure:
IR 05000266/2015007; 05000301/2015007
w/Attachment: Supplemental Information
cc w/encl: Distribution via LISTSERV®
DISTRIBUTION:
See next page
ADAMS Accession Number:
Publicly Available
Non-Publicly Available
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